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SHE CHEF

MELANIE LIEBHEIT & GEREON WETZEL
DE, AT 2022 . 90 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, BIOGRAPHY, CULINARY, YOUTH

She, Chef! is the portrait of the young chef and recent culinary world
cup winner Agnes on her journey to mastery through five of the most
outstanding restaurants in the world. On a mission to challenge the
traditional world of fine dining and redefine the way of being a top
chef, Agnes is part of a new Feminist generation of young female chefs,
dedicated to their own way of living, fighting for important issues like
gender parity and sustainability in the business.

LINE-UP
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DOK LEIPZIG

THE PROMISE – ARCHITECT BV DOSHI
JAN SCHMIDT-GARRE

DE 2023 . 52/90 MIN . ARCHITECTURE, ARTS & CULTURE, BIOGRAPHY,
DESIGN, SOCIETY

A portray of Balkrishna Doshi, one of India’s most influential
20th century architects and recipient of the Pritzker Prize. Doshi and
his firm Vastu-Shilpa has a portfolio spanning over 70 years,
including collaborations with both Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn. The
film introduces viewers to his famous buildings and offers an exclusive
look into his work process. Doshi shares his sources of inspiration
and motivation.

THIS STOLEN COUNTRY OF MINE
MARC WIESE

DE 2022 . 52/93 MIN . CURRENT AFFAIRS, ECONOMY, GEOPOLITICS, HUMAN RIGHTS,
ENVIRONMENT, SOCIETY

THIS STOLEN COUNTRY OF MINE is about China's massive hunger for
natural resources and how it aggressively operates to obtain access to
these resources in Ecuador, effectively turning the country into one of
its new colonies. Indigenous leader Paúl Jarrín Mosquera and investigative journalist Fernando Villavicencio lead the battle against China’s
’unofficial’ occupation and against their country’s corrupt government.
CPH:DOX . DOK.FEST MUNICH
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KIDS CUP
LINE HATLAND

NO/DK/FI 2021 . 52/90 MIN . HUMAN INTEREST, YOUTH, SPORTS, FOOTBALL

KIDS CUP is a feel-good family film about the world's largest sports
tournament for kids, Norway Cup, in Oslo Norway. We dive into five teenages from different parts of the world, competing to win the gold medal.
They all share the same dream, but they meet unexpected obstacles;
unfair referees, homesickness, missing the penalty shot. A film about
friendship and ambitions.

LINE-UP

"ECFA AWARD FOR BEST EUROPEAN DOCUMENTARY FILM FOR YOUNG
AUDIENCE" ZLÍN FF . IDFA COMPETITION FOR YOUTH DOCUMENTARY .
KRISTIANSAND ICFF

TOUCHING FREEDOM
MANAL MASRI

SE 2022 . 71 MIN . GEOPOLITICS, HUMAN INTEREST, POLITICS, WAR

In 2014 the two Kurdish students Jenkidar and Hussein start a journey
with an unexpected amount of life changing twists and turns. It takes
them from a careless student life in Beirut to their beloved hometown
of Kobani. Here they pick up video cameras for the first time in their
lives and document the Kurdish resistance against ISIS by their family
and friends. As the battle intensifies it is not possible for Jenkidar and
Hussein to stay in Kobani. They must flee in order to survive and end up
as refugees in Barcelona and Paris.

LINE-UP

TEMPO DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL, COMPETITION

THE ART OF SILENCE
MAURIZIUS STAERKLE DRUX

CH,DE 2022 . 52/81 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, BIOGRAPHY, ARCHIVE FOOTAGE

The first feature documentary about the world-famous mime artist
Marcel Marceau. With gestures and facial expressions alone he touched
and inspired people around the globe. But the tragic background of
his mime acts has long remained hidden. As a teenager, Marceau had
to witness his Jewish father being deported and killed by the Nazis. He
himself joined the Resistance and secretly smuggled Jewish children
across the border. Marceau used silence to survive. From this he created a unique art form that his family and companions continue today.

LINE-UP

100TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2023: MARCEL MARCEAU WAS BORN IN 1923

KASH KASH –
WITHOUT FEATHERS WE CAN’T LIVE
LEA NAJJAR

DE/LB/QA 2022 . 52/90 MIN . ECONOMY, HUMAN INTEREST, POLITICS, SOCIETY

Above Beirut flies an unexpected bearer of hope: the pigeon game "Kash
Hamam". During the recent dystopian political collapse, we embark
on a journey from roof to roof and observes a city in turmoil from the
perspective of three pigeon players and a young girl fighting to release
her own birds.
CPH:DOX (WINNER NEXT:WAVE AWARD), MILLENNIUM FESTIVAL
BRUSSELS (WINNER MOST ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARY), DURBAN IFF

DOCUMENTARY 2022—2023
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DESCENDING THE MOUNTAIN
MAARTJE NEVEJAN

CH, NL 2021 . 78 MIN . SCIENCE, SOCIEY, HEALTH, HUMAN INTEREST

DESCENDING THE MOUNTAIN takes us on a journey of mystical revelations, experienced through meditation and psilocybin. To understand
how psychedelics reveal the nature of consciousness, psychiatrist
Franz and Zen master Vanja guide experienced meditators – who have
never used psychedelics before – through a ground-breaking scientific
experiment on the majestic Swiss Mount Rigi. The doc blends visual
art, spiritual understanding, and scientific research.

LINE-UP

INSCIENCE FF . INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST FF . ACADEMIA FILM OLOMOUC

COME BACK ANYTIME
JOHN DASCHBACH

JAPAN 2021 . 81 MIN . AGING/SENIOR, BIOGRAPHY, FOOD, HUMAN INTEREST,
NATURE & ENVIRONMENT, SOCIETY

Experience a year in the life of self-taught Japanese ramen master
Masamoto Ueda. Soak in the nostalgia at his legendary ramen shop,
Bizentei, where the gregarious master has been serving his traditional
Tokyo-style ramen to die-hard fans for more than forty years. And tag
along with him and some of his regulars on their weekend culinary
adventures across Japan’s picturesque countryside.

LINE-UP

LINE-UP

HOT DOCS . MELBOURNE IFF . BERGEN IFF . "BEST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY" DEVOUR! . DOC NYC

THIS IS ART!
FELIX VON BOEHM

DE 2022 . 4 x 26 MIN & 2 x 55 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, DESIGN, ECONOMY

The four-part documentary shows how art is made - from the first
sketch to the sale. How is a work of art created? Who is involved? What
forces interact, what goes on behind the scenes of the art market?
Filmmaker Felix von Boehm and art expert Silke Hohmann are close to
the creative process in the studios of sculptor Alicja Kwade, artist Anne
Imhof and painter Amoako Boafo. They accompany the artists through
all stages of their creative process and get the other important players
in the notoriously discreet art world talking.

STELLA

TYLER DOEHRING
US 2022 . 78 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, CULINARY, PORTRAIT

‘Pizza means Soul’ Ciro Oliva strongly proclaims in Stella, a mouthwatering feel good film following a young, highly spirited and proud
Neapolitan pizza chef who passionately aims to be the first pizzaiolo
ever awarded with a prestigious Michelin Star. Ciro’s quest to elevate
his restaurant Concettina ai Tre Santi to star level is far from easy, as
other famous chefs, experts and journalists confirm. While Ciro and his
dedicated crew are working hard, the cheerful customers of Concettina
ai Tre Santi simply have the time of their life.

DOCUMENTARY 2022—2023
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INSIDE THE UFFIZI

CORINNA BELZ & ENRIQUE SÁNCHEZ LANSCH
DE 2021 . 96 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY,
ARCHIVE FOOTAGE, MUSEUM

Hidden doors open in this film about the iconic Uffizi Gallery in Florence, home to the world’s most prominent collection of Renaissance
art. Guided by passion, German Director Eike Schmidt and his Italian
team master the sensitive balancing act between conservation and
renewal. We dive into famous masterpieces that captivate visitors of all
ages and nationalities.

FRITZ BAUER’S LEGACY

SABINE LAMBY, CORNELIA PARTMANN, ISABEL GATHOF
DE 2022 . 98 MIN . BIOGRAPHY, ARCHIVE FOOTAGE, HUMAN INTEREST, SOCIETY

UPCOMING

Probably for the last time former SS-guards recently faced trial for their
role in German concentration camps, as for many decades Germany’s
justice system had difficulty dealing with its countless unpunished
Nazi crimes. However, already in 1963 General State Prosecutor Fritz
Bauer aptly indicated that one should also prosecute small cogs in
the machines of industrialized mass murder. FRITZ BAUER’S LEGACY
not only reveals a fascinating history of why it took so long for justice
to find its way into German courts but it also effectively illustrates its
significance for a future without mass murders and flagrant injustices.

KITKATCLUB | LIFE IS A CIRCUS

UPCOMING

LINE-UP

DOK.FEST MUNICH . SHANGHAI IFF . GIJÓN IFF

JUST MOVE! (WT)

PHILIPP FUSSENEGGER, CORDULA KABLITZ-POST

EXPECTED: Q3 2023 . DE . 90 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, LGBTQ+, MUSIC, POP CULTURE,
SEX & SEXUALITY, SOCIETY, LIFESTYLE

The story of the legendary Berlin club and its founder, whose life is
inseparably interwoven with the light and dark sides of a hedonistic
lifestyle.

KIRSTEN ESCH

EXPECTED: Q1 2023 . DE . 52/90 MIN . HEALTH, SPORT, SOCIETY, SCIENCE

In 2016, 4 million people worldwide died as a result of lack of "motion":
We are becoming "couch potatoes" and Corona has dramatically amplified this effect. The health of the poorest is particularly affected. What
needs to change in the health care system and in politics in order to
counteract the lack of exercise globally? Because we prove in our film
that "movement" can even heal.
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PEACHES

PHILIPP FUSSENEGGER
EXPECTED: Q4 2023 | DE | 90 MIN| ARTS & CULTURE, MUSIC, BIOGRAPHY, POP
CULTURE

Peaches - artist, feminist, rock star. She has been challenging
gender stereotypes for over 20 years and is on par with the icons of the
pop and rock world. With exclusive private archive material and current
footage of preparations and concerts of her 2022 jubilee tour
"20 Years of Teaches of Peaches", we learn how the Canadian Merrill Nisker became the internationally celebrated musician and electro-clash
icon Peaches.

DEAR FUTURE CHILDREN
FRANZ BÖHM

CATALOGUE

DE/UK/AT 2021 52/89 MIN . HUMAN RIGHTS, POLITICS, SOCIETY, YOUTH

With global protests on the rise, DEAR FUTURE CHILDREN is a film about
the new generation at the heart of this seismic political shift. We will
watch as Rayen protests for social justice in Chile, Pepper fights for democracy in Hong Kong and Hilda battles the devastating consequences
of climate change in Uganda. Facing almost impossible odds and grappling with the staggering impact of their activism on their personal
lives, we will be asking these three young women why they keep fighting. A film about the next generation, made by the next generation.
AUDIENCE AWARDS AT HOT DOCS . FIFDH GENEVA . MAX OPHÜLS PREIS

OF CATS, DOGS AND ART
ANKA SCHMID

CATALOGUE

CH 2021 . 52 MIN . ARTS & CULTURE, HISTORY, ARCHIVE FOOTAGE

They stand for wildness and domestication at the same time, symbolize
eroticism, power or even loyalty and friendship. Even as supporting actors, cats and dogs play an important role in art and reveal a lot about
the relationship between humans and nature. With a new perspective
at the work of famous and forgotten artists, the film shows the historical transformation of the four-legged friends from farm animal to
prestige object and today's domestic companion.
SOLOTHURNER FILMTAGE

ROAMERS – FOLLOW YOUR LIKES
LENA LEONHARDT

CATALOGUE

DE 2021 . 52/97 MIN . SOCIETY, LIFESTYLE, SEX & SEXUALITY, HUMAN INTEREST

ROAMERS accompanies four different characters on their way through
the countries and social media feeds of this world. As digital nomads
who become the creators of their impressive life stories they are all
sounding out the boundaries of a new era: between personal freedom
and the dependence on algorithms and wifi, between self-fulfillment
and self- exploitation - in search of meaning and support in a world
that offers ever more possibilities and yet also seems increasingly
fragmented.
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